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which, ;iccording to Buchner, very closely resemble 0. erythrotis. 
Biichiier’s actual words are :-“ Die Incisivoffnung ist durch einen 
paarigen Vorsprung des Zwischenkiefem in zwei Abschnitte, eiiie 
vordere und eine hintere Incisivoffnung getrennt ; in Form und 
Griisse gleichen diese Oeffnungen vollstiindig denjenigen bei 
L. v ~ ~ t i l u s  ” ; and on the strength of this I have no hesitation in 
p1,wing 0. erythrotis in the ladmenais (subgen. Pika) group, ii 

finding with which Mr. Lyon, had he seen specimens of 0. rzdila, 
would, I feel, sure agree. 

The only other discrepancies relate to 0. curzonice, 0. duuricu, 
0. melanostoma, and 0. p’Llsilla, but as Mr. Lyon has never seen 
specimens or figures of any of these, his conclusions with regard 
to them must of necessity be of a rather speculative character. 

To sum up shortly, we may fairly consider Mr. Lyon’s con- 
clusions as regards the main divisions of the genus to he clearly 
borne out by the foregoing pages, and, so far as the Palaarctic. 
species are concerned, this paper may claim to hai-e clearly showu 
to which subgenus any particular species should be assigned. 
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(Text-figures 41-82.) 
The Earthwornis that have hitherto been described from New 

Zealand by Mr. Beddarrl and by myself have been collected, with 
one exception, fmni the South Island, and indeed from the 
southern half of that island. The majority of these belong to the 
genera ilfaoridrilzss, iVotiodrilus, and Plagiochceta, belonging to  
the subfamily Acanthodrilinse, and to the genus Octochcetzcs, of 
Michaelsen’s subfamily Octochatinse ; and the generalfcccies of our 
South Island fauna is very characteristic and quite distinct froiii 
the Australian Earthworms. But I have recently been able to 
examine specimens of a number of species from various parts of the 
North Island,with the abtonishing result that they present astriking 
contrast to those of the South Island, and as striking a resem- 
blance to the Australian Cryptodrilids. Even in the South Islantl 
we have in two species of Diporochceta, and the lacustrine species 
of Pkctelks, repsesentatives of the Australian fauna ; but whereas 
the species just referred to are by no means common, and might 
probably be regarded as comparatively recent arrivals, possibly 
even accidentally introduced from the adjoining continent, such an 
explanation appears to be quite inadmissible for the northern 
species; for the new genus Toha, which I find it necessary tcr 
make, is represented by seven species in quite distant parts of the 
North Island ; and the Acanthodriline genera are just as scarce 
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in the North Island as the Cryptodriline forms are in the Mouth ; 
moreover, most of these worms are found in inland places, or in 
spots more or less remote from European cultivation ; and, indeed, 
some of the species were formei-ly used as food by the Maoris, 
who recognise several different species of Earthworms and give 
distinctive names thereto. 

Before attempting to explain this Australian faunal resem- 
1)lance of the North Island, we must wait till we can obtain more 
material, both from the southern portion of that island and the 
northern districts of the South Island. 

Another interesting group of Worms is also represented in 
the colleckion, viz., two new species of Rhododrilzcs-a Fenus 
pecnliar to  New Zealand, but allied t o  IWicro~cobz, which is :IN 

American form. 
Finally, I find it necessary to create a new genus, Biiwdri- 

loides, for a worm which beam the saine relation t o  Dinodrilzcs 
that ATeodrih bears to Nmridrilw, in that the hinder pair of 
prostates har disappeared ; though this is not the only point of 
difference from Beddard’s genus. 

For the majority of the species described below I :uu indebted to 
1111.. Elsdon Best, of Ruatahuna, who, a t  my request, took the 
trouble to collect, preserve, and despatch to me, in February 1904, 
several kinds of worm that were formerly used as food by the 
Maories, of which he has written ail account in the !hiisactions 
of the New Zmland Institute’ for 1901, on p. 64, in his article 
on L‘ The Food-products of Tahoe-land.” Tuhoe-1:tnd or the 
Urewera Country lies on tlie eastern part of the North Island, 
south of the Bay of Plenty, and not far from Itotorua, so famous 
for its baths. The country is much rougher and less affected by 
civilisation than elsewhere, niicl is still peopled by Maories in i~ 

less Europeanised condition than in other parts. 
I n  this article Mr. Best enumerates and gives a brief description 

of eight different kinds of earthworm as  being eaten by the 
natives : these are “ Kuharu, Noru, Wharu, ‘Carao, Pokotert, Tui, 
Kurekure, and Whiti.” The “two last are famed for their 
sweetness and flavour,” and “ were reserved m food for the chiefs. 
The sweet flavour is mid to remain in the mouth for two days,)’ 
though Mr. Best states that he cannot speak from experience ” 
as to this fact. 

I n  preparing these worms for food, “ those which contain emth 
:Ire stripped with the fingers before being prepared for eating, 
this forces the ertrth out of them.” I suppose this means 
‘ 6  stripping ” in the way fish are “ stripped ” of their milt and ova, 
in hatcheries. 

“To cook these worms some water is placed in a bowl and 
rendered warm (not hot) by means of hot stones. The worms 
;we then cast into the water and allowed to remain there for some 
hours. Before long the worms will have become dissolved or 
partially so, but were the water too hot they would not melt. 
k%me cooked greens are a.dded to the mem, and a prized dish is 
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r t d ?  : t l i t b  gods nho lire for ever would smile a t  the sight 
of it.“ 

The best 
kinds were favourite o omtengo of former days; the last food 
taken by n dying person is so termed.” 

Of the earthwornis referred to in this extract, Mr. Best bent 
iiie specimens of “ Tarao,” “ Pokotea,” and “ Kurekure,” as well 
as another earthworm, called by the natives ‘< Tokerangi,” but not 
iiicludecl in his list of foods. 

‘‘ Tarno ” and “ Tokeraiigi ” belong to the genus Rhododrikes ; 
‘‘ Kurekure ‘ and ‘. Pokotea ” to the new genus Tokea. But 
“ Kurekure ” includes two species, so that we have four (or fire if 
‘- Tokerangi ” is eaten) species of edible earthworms, belonging to 
two distinct genera. I believe this is the first time that the iise 
of OligochaAa as an article of diet has been recorded ; for 110 

mention is made of earthworms in the series of Animals used as 
Food enumerated by Professor Lankester in his introduction to 
tlie recently published volume of ‘‘ Reports on Economic Zoology,” 
iswed from the British Museum. 

“ Worms were pesei-red in gouicls for home time. 

- 

The following is a list of the twelve new species of Eartliworiils 
described in the present paper: I desire to express my thanks 
to 111~- iywious friends and correspondents who have so kindly 
collected these, and othei., worms ill out of the way districts. 

Fani. M E G A S  c o L E  c I D i% 

Subfain. ACANTHODRILINLE. 
Muoricldtes mci~eiencpis. 
C)ctochcrt 14s n~ichc~ l sen i .  
Dinodriloides beeldarcli. 
Rhododrihes edit&. 

Rhododrilies besti. 

Subfam. MEGASCOLECINB. 
Tobcc, gen. 11. 

T. esculentcc. 
T .  sccpidci. 
T.  w r e v e r e .  
T .  hziitorii. 
T. suteri. 
T. kirki. 
1: ?i? c~oriccl, 

&rAORIDRILUS RIAUIENSIb, “J. 11. (TeXt-figh. 41-44.) 
A single incomplete bpecimen, collected in 1899 b~ Mi.. Buter 

Locd i t y .  Auck1:incl. 
~ o l o u r .  Pale yellowidi, iii uiarked contrast to tlie uspal dark 

tint of pnembei3 of the genus ; possibly the piginelit has be- 
dihsolx ed. 

:lad now preserved ill allcoliol. 1t:is soft aiid ill-preserl ed. 
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Dimerwions. 80 x 4 mm., for 117 segments. 
Proetmaum tauglobic. 
Chceta. 8, closely coupled ; aa < bc = dcl. 
Citellum undeveloped. 
Genital pos,es.--The porophores* in 17 and 19 are in line of 

chzetze ab, which are absent. The spermatic groove passes straight 
backwards between a and b, which are present on 18 in the 
manner characteristic of the genus ; spermathecal pores normal 
in number and position, in line ob. 

Iltterncd Anatomy. 
The septa behind segments 8 to 14 slightly thickened. 

Text-fig. 42. 

Text-fig. 41. 

/-7 

Text-fig. 41. MuddriZas mauiensis.-A spermatlieca ( x 12 : camera outline) : 110. 
stluctuial difference could be detected between the two lobes of the sac, to 
enable a distinction of diverticulum and ampulla to be made. 

Test-fiz. 48. Muoridrilus nauzcieneis.-A penial clieta (X  30. Laty oc. 1, obj. 2, 
camera). 

- 
* I '11ave suggested, in an article on lli. uligitaosus (Tr. N.Z. I. 1900, p. 125), tllia 

mine for 1iapill:v carrying the male or prostate pores. 
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Doi*,gnl vessel double ; last heart in 13th segment. 
Gizzard large ; oesophagus with 3 pairs of glands, quite distinct 

and typically developed, situated in segments 13, 14, 15, the last 
inore dorsally placed and smaller thnii the preceding. 

Sperm-sacs of fair size, in segments 11, 12 ; botryoidal. 
Prostates * normal. Penial clista delicate, much curved in 

an exnggera ted 8-shape, with the tip spoon-sha,perl, thoug1i;hlpointed 
:ind curved in side view. 

The spermathecce are of peculiar form (text-fig. 41, p. 223). 
Each consists of a bilohed sac ; the two lobes are of about the same 
size aid irregularly oi-oid, and joined by :L short, narrow isthmus, 
whence the innsculni- duct originates. One might imagine that 
one lobe is n “ diverticulum ” in the usual sense, but examination 
<)f stainetl specimens sliows no strnctuml difference hetween them ; 

Text-fig. 43. 

Text-fig. 44. 

~ l ~ ~ n r i d ~ ~ i l t i s  mauisnsis.-Tip of peninl chxtn ; view of plane nt right aiigles to the 
above (p perhnps the extreme tip is injured). 

the epithelium is folded, irregular, and apparently glanclulai; as :I, 
quantity of stained material is present in the lumen ; I could see 
110 speimatozoa. As a rule, there is a marked difference in 
structure between sac rml diverticulum. Unfortunately the 
specimen is not sufficiently well preserwd to enable me to decide 
this question. 

At any rate the form of the spermathem and the arrangement 
of the esophageal glands mark the species from any of those 
hitherto described. 

This is the first species of iWaoiv%rihs described from the 
North Island, and is the only specimen amongst the material I 
have received from various correspondents collected in several 
widely scattered districts. 

i t  is a clum*y terni, and wheu “ duct” is nddd it is by 110 mean8 euphonious. 
* No doubt Beddnrd’s tenn “apermiducal land ” is in some iwpects better, but 
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OCTOCIilF,TUS MICAAELSENI, Sp. n. (Text-fig. 45.) 
A single individual of this worm was collected by Capt. F. W. 

Hutton at Wellington. It was broken into four or five pieces 
when I received it; in general appearance it agrees with other 
species of the genus 

Dimensions. A b u t  210 x 8 mm. ; tlie number of segments was 
not counted, as the worm was too greatly contracted and broken to 
make the attempt profitable. 

The clitelkcm, though not fully developed, appears to cover 
segments 15 to 19. 

The porophores are in line of b, as also are the spermathecd 
pores, and their position on the body is lateral rather than 
ventral, though of course on the under side. 

The chcetrc. have the usual spaced arrangement, and, in spite of 
examination of the skin, I was unable to detect them in front of 
the tenth segment. 

The arrangement is as follows : d is a little abore the lateral 
line, so that cZ-d is about 4 of the circnniference, cia = cd= 1 & ab ; 
ccl,=bc. The gap au is wider in the clitellar and preclitellar 
segments than posteriorly. 

h t e m d  Anatomy 
There are seven very stout septa, the last being behind the 

The dorsal vessel is double as far forward as segment 8, and 
12th seapent. 

the last heart is in the 13th segment, 

Text-fig. 45. 

Octochstus mickaelseni.-Ypermathcca ( X 12) : the diverticulum is represented by 
several small saccoles (I)) embedded in the thiekness of the muscular duct. 

The long gizzard is in tlie 6th segrqent, with the thin septum 
fi.ve-sixth attached near its anterior margin. 

The cesophagus bears a single pair of glands in the 15th seg- 
ment and is well mmkerl xnrl hemispherical, though a good deal 
compressed antero-posteriorly owing to the contractions of the 
M Y .  

The intestine commences in the 16th segment, 
PROC. ZOOL. S0~.--1904, VOL. 11. NO. XV. 15 
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With regard to the reproductive spstem, the testes and ovaries 
are on the posterior wall of their segments, as in 0. thornmi and 
other species. The penial chtetaP are small and do not appear 
internally, but on each of the prostate pores, when examined 
under a lens, the broken bases of two dark chzetaP are visible. 

The spermathem are unsymmetrically developed ; on the right 
side the normal two pairs are present in segments 8 and 9, but on 
the left side the anterior sac is absent. Each sperinatheca is a 
simple ovoid sac (text-fig. 45, p .  225), with a short, thick duct 
which forms an acute angle with the sac (probably owing to the 
contraction of the body). There is apparently no diverticulum, 
but in the stained and clarified organ there are seen to be a number 
of small saccules, irregularly arranged and embedded in the wall 
of the duct ; they do not form any projection, but are situated in 
the widest part of the duct, where it is bending to reach the body- 
wall ; and though I have not yet sectionisecl the organ, it appears 
its if their presence here cmsetl the duct to be of greater diameter 
at this spot. 

Bemarb.-The form of the sperinatheca and the arrangement 
of the esophageal glands suffice to distinguish this species from 
:iny hitherto described. 

DINODRILOIDES, gen. nov. 

Ulistre 12 per segment. Clitellnm girdle-like, on segments 
Prostate pores, one pair, on the 17th, 

A single spennatheca, opening 
Gizzard iii 

2 pairs sperm- 
Proshtes : R single p i r  much coile(1, 

14-16 (= 3 segments). 
:uid inale pore on 18th segqent. 
at 819. 
segment 6. 
sacs, in segments 11, 12. 
cylindrical. 

Meganephric : pores in line not alternating. 
2 pairs of twtes, segments 10, 11. 

DINODRILOIDES BEDDARDI, sp. 11. (Text-figti. 46, 47.) 
A single specimen, of this interesting worm was collected by 

Mr. H. Suter a t  AuckJand. 
The colour (in the specimen presei-ved in nlcohol) is a very 

tlistinctive bluish grey, equally dark in t int  along the entire 
length, and the pigment extends down the sides to the ventral 
surface, which, however, is paler and becomes yellowish in the 
hinder region. 

The worm consists of 95 segments, and measures 78 mm. x 
4 mm. 

The chcetoe are arranged as in Dinodrilw"-that is to say, there 
:we 12 in each segment ; in 3 couples on each side, the individuals 
of which are widely separated, so that the 6 are practically equi- 
distant, while the dorsal and ventral gaps are only slightly greater 
than the other pps .  The micldle couple (c-d) are lateral in 
position. 

* Prof. Spencer has recently described an Australian Cryptodriline genus, Trichreta, 
with six couples of chetse (vide Proc. Roy. Soe. 1900, p. 30). 

The clitellum is yellow-brown. 
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Encli ch,utn is carried on n slight papilla (in the preserved 
specimen), which is very pale and, indeed, nearly white. 

The prostonzitsnz is only slightly, if at all, embedded, but as the 
bucod region is everted, producing wrinkles on the peristomium, 
i t  is impossible to detect the actual limits of the prostomiurn. 

The cliteWzsm is fully developed and very well-defined, both in 
front and behintl ; it completely surrounds segments 14, 15, 16. 

Genitcd pores, &G. (text-fig. 46).-The most remarkable thing 
about the worm, in which it contrasts with Dinodrilrn, i8 the 
presence of only one pair of “ porophores ” bearing the pores of 
the spermirlnrd ghtls, whicli are situated on the 17th segment 

Test-fig. 46. 

8 

9 

10 

PTI( 

P. 

15 

16  

17 

18 

I)indrdloiiZrs /mldwdi.-View of part of the fore-body, \lit open along the dorsal 
mid-line, fhttened ont, mid qeen from below. 

The ris chretie a*e seen, lettered A-F [a--in the test] on the right side, at 
their true relative distances. The genital pores, nephritic pores, and tubereila 
piihei-htis (T. P.) are also shown. 

in line of b. The papilla is oval, and extends outwards nearly to 
the level of c ; it is traversed by a spermatic groove, which passes 
backwards on the next segment, gn the anterior margin of which 
is n depressed, semicircular prominence, in the same line aa the 
porophore. The spermatic groove cases some distance in front 
of the chaeta 6, so that the male pore is close to the anterior 
margin of segment 18. 

The ventral surface of segment,s 16, 17, 18 is pale yellow, and 
thus contrastxi with the grey t int  of the neighbouring segments, 
On the 18th segnent there seems to be an oval glandular area 

(X  about 3.) 

15* 
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extending from 6-b, and in the prechstal portion of the 16th 
segment a pair of similar glands, which perhaps represent tubercnla 
pubertatis, but they are not well-defined. 

The two oviducal pores are visible in the usual segment, in front 
of the cha?tal space a/b. 

The species possesses a single pair of spermatheca? which open 
between segments 8/9; each pore has a very prominent pale 
yellowish lip in front and behind, in line 6c : further, on each of 
the segments 9 and 10 is a round, pitted tubercle in front of 
chsta b on each side. 

The nephridiopmes are in line d, 
Dorsal pores are very evident, and commence behind segment 6, 

continuing to the last segments of the body. 

Interno1 Anatonq. 
There are no noticeably stout septa. 
The dorsal vessel is double right up t o  the pharynx (as it is in 

Dinodrilus) ; the last of the four pairs of hearts is in segment 13, 
and of considerable size. 

The gizzard is very feebly developed in segment 6 ;  the 
cesophagus is dilated in segments 14, 15, 16, but no definite 
gland is formed. 

The intestine commences in segment 18. 
The worm contrasts with Dinodrilus in being meganephric ; and 

in the mid-body, at any rate, the large muscular duct is easily 
traced, under a dissecting-lens, to the body-wall, which it pene- 
trates in line of chatn d to open to the exterior. 

The Reproductive system.-There are two pairs of testes and 

Text-fig. 47. 

DinodWoides beddardi.-Speimathcca, enlarged. 

funnels in the usual segments. The two pairs of sperm-sacs are 
in segments 11, 12 ; of small size, and botryoidal (or racemose) in 
form. There is but a single pair of spermiducal glands, which 
are thoroughly Acanthodriline in form, each being cylindrical and 
compactly convoluted to form a massof considerable size, provided 
~ t h  a short narrow muscular duct. 
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There are no peninl chete. 
The ovaries are large and occupy the usual segment. 
There is a single pair of spermotheca! in segment 9 ; each is i t  

subglobular sac (text-fig. 47) with a muscular duct, narrower than 
the sac, which does not graduate into it but suddenly diminishes 
in diameter. Two long tubular diverticula open, one on each side, 
into the duct close to the body-wall. Each diverticulum, when 
extended, is about twice the length of the sac. 

Remurks.-This genus, as I have remarked above, bears the 
same sort of relation in regard to the prostates to Dinodrih as 
iVeodrilus does to Mooridrikrs ; but in Neodrilus, which Michael- 
sen has termed a " microscolecine form," the number of testes has 
nlso been reduced. Here, however, the reduction does not occur. 
Moreover, Dinodrilus is micronephric instead of meganephric. 

We have in New Zealand a series of genera that illustrate the 
evolution of Earthworms in a very remarkable manner. 

Starting with Notiodrilus, which on general grounds is con- 
sidered by Michaelsen as an ancient genus (and herein I agree 
with him), we have a meganephric worm with 8 coupled chseh, 
2 pairs of prostntes opening on segments 17 and 19, while the 
sperm-ducts open independently on the intervening segment. 
From this genus several lines of evolution start :- 

(a) Mwridrilzcs-which differs only in having alternately 
arranged nephridia, opening, that is to say, alternately in 
relation to the dorsal and ventral couples of chete. 

(b) Neodrilzcs-in which the second pair of prostates, second 
pair of tubes, and spermathecse have disappeared, but male 
pore still in the middle of segment 18. 

(c) Dinodriloides-in which the number of ch&e is increased 
to 1 2  and widely separated, and in which the male pore is 
close to the anterior margin of the 18th segment. 

(d) Rhododrilus-which still retains 8 clusters, but in which the 
male pore has moved forwards to the 17th segment ant1 
opens close to the prostate pore. 

Starting again from Notiodrilus, we have Plagiocha?ta, which 
differs from it chiefly in having a considerable number of chete ; 
and we readily see how this condition may have mine about 
through a Binodrilus-like form with 1 2  chetze. But in this 
genus Plagioclmtffi, some, like P. sylvestris, have meganephridia, 
others, like P. rossi? have micronephridia *. 

Once more reverting to our archaic genus, and imagining the 
development of micronephridia, we reach OctocAcetus, in which the 

* See Benham ('02, a). The statement on pp. 287, 289, however, that P. ricardi 
and P. montaitn are similarly micronephric is erroneous. The nephridium is very 
small in proportion t o  the siee of the worms, and the tubuli of the meganephridinm 
are in tufts, which, under an ordinary dissecting-lens, suggests a series of isolated 
micronephridia ; but in P. rossi (laps. cal. rossii) the meganephridiuni has broken 
up into micronephridia. I ampreparing an article on tlie nephridi8 of this and other 
genera of New Zealand Earthworms, and for the present refrain fioni further detail. 
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number of chstae remain nornial, though they are differently 
arranged. 

Then there is Uinodrihs, with 12 cliets and mici.onephridia. 
But both these genera have the prostate pores and inale pores 
arranged as in the archaic foiin. 

It seems to me that Michaelsen is in error in separating these 
two genera from other Acanthodriline forms and associating 
them in a separate subfamily, the Octochsetins, with Eutypimus 
and Hoplochcetelh ; for, apart from the micronepliric condition, 
there is really little to distinguish OctocJmtus from ~Votiodr&6s ; 
moreover their presence in New Zeahnd indicates their close 
association therewith. The step from the Acanthodriline series 
to the Megascolecine is a small one, and appears easily conceivable 
froili analogy with the origin of Rhodocldus : that is, one proshte 
pore has shifted so as to open close to and in common with the 
male duct in the 18th segment, for several species of Ci-yptodriline 
worms have prostates similar to those of 1?Jbododrilus. 

RHODOURILUS EDULIS, sp. n. 
Two individuals of ‘‘ Tarao,” a worm eaten by the Maoris, were 

received from Mr. Best preserved in fomiol. 
Dimensions. Length 275 and 285 mm. respectively, with a 

diameter of -13 mm. just behind the clitellum. The worm is 
cylindrical, tapering only very slightly posteriorly, and then 
suddenly decreasing as the anus is approached, so that a t  segment 
n-8 the diameter is 10 mm., a,nd at  n-2 it is still 8 niin. The 
total number of segments in the larger individual is about 300, 
but as the hindmost segments are very closely contracted and 
small, and triannihte, it is not easy to count them with absolute 
correctness-nor does this matter. There is no doubt t,hat the 
living worm way, when extended, a t  least 15 inches and pomibly 
more. Mr. Best in a letter says : ‘‘ These Tarao are small, I hiwe 
seen them 18 inches in length.” 

The segments 2-5 are biannulate, 6-1 2 are quadria.nnulate, 
with the chetse in the third annulus, while those of the clitellar 
and postclitellar regions are triannulate. 

The colour of the “ Tarao ” is (in formol, which does not cause 
the colour to change much) red ; the anterior end appears pale 
greyish, much paler than the rest of the body, which is pale 
reddish, with a tinge of purple on the upper half of the body; 
the clitellum is buff. 

The prostonzium, like the first segment, is a good deal furrowed ; 
it is epilobic. being dovetailed into the peristomiuni for about 
half the length of the Iat,ter, and it ends in a transverse groove. 

The chatce are eight in number, rather widely spaced ;’ the 
lateral spaces (bc) on each side are nearly equa.1 in the mid-body 
a.nd posterior region, while the dorsal space ( d d )  is about twice 
the ventral (a) and three times the lateral. 

As is frequently the case in allied genera, t,he ventral couple 
(n, b) approach one another in the region of the genital pores ; 

(Text-figs. 48-54.) 
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so that, on segment 21, ffib is only 3 uE in the mid-body segments, 
and in the subclitellar segments (e. g. 16th) it is even less. At 
the same time the ventral gap (affi) enlarges, 60 that b keeps in its 
line, while f f i  moves outwards. I n  the preclitellar region this 
increased gap remains, and the lateral and dorsal gaps are also 
larger, but the gaps ffib and cd remain the same size as in the mid- 
body ; in other words, the rather increased diameter of the pre- 
clitellar region affects the interchaetal zone, and not the chstal 
spaces themselves. 

I measured the spaces on the body by means of dividers, with 
the following results :- 

Seginent Seg: Sea. Seg. 
Mid-body, Td. xxi. X1'111. X V l .  1K. 

M L  . . . 5 4 5.25 6 5.25 5-5 
ffib ... 3 2.5 1.5 0.75 1 2.5 
bb ... 4 3.5 ... ... 6.5 5 
cd ... 2.6 2.5 ... ... 2.5 2.5 
&Z ... 11 I) ... ... ... 1 2  

Put  in the usual formula for the mid-body, starting with 

c d < a b < b c < m  : U C L = ~ C ~ :  c l d = 2 f f i f f i = 3 b ~ .  

On segment 17 the ventral chwtw are replaced by two long, 
delicate penial chwts. 

The clitelluin is saddle-shaped, and though the annuli and inter- 
segmental furrows are quite evident ventrally, there is no distinct 
latero-ventral margin such as exists in Lumbricus $c. The 
glandular tissue extends down to the line of c h t a  b. The cli- 
tellum extends over the six segments 13-18. 

Genitffil pores, &.--The male pore is on segment 17, situated 
on a low, rounded, and slightly prominent porophore in line with 
the chwtal gap ffib. The pore itself is nearly in line with b, and 
the penial chstw project therefrom. 

Tuberc.uk pubertffitis are well-developed, in the form of a series 
of transversely disposed, paired oval pads (text-fig. 48, p. 232) 
situated on the hinder regions of the segments 12,13,14,15, and 19, 
20. These pads are developed from the last annulus of the segment 
in each case, but the last two pairs appear to be intersegmental, 
owing partly to the contraction of the worm, and partly, perhaps, 
to their size. These tubercles have not all the same position 
relative to the chaetae : those of the 12t11, 19th, and 20th segments 
extend from the level of b inwards nearly to the middle line, while 
the other three pairs, on se,gnents 13, 14, 15, extend from chaeta u 
and almost touch in the middle line. 

There is a single pair of spermffithecffil pores on the intersegmental 
groove 718, in line with b. As a matter of fact, each pore is 
double : i. e., the main sic and its diverticulum open independently 
one above the other, but close together, in the furrow. 

I was unable to detect either dorsal pores or nephridioporee by 

the smalleht gap, 
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examination of the surface, owing to the strongly contracted state 
of the worni : the nephridiopores, however, are in line c. 

Text-fig. 48. 

:T. P. 

Rhododrilus eduZis.-ventral view (x abont 3) & clitellar re ion showinv male 
pores ( 8 )  and aiiangeinent of tubercula p u b e i ~ t i s  (T.P.7; A B [u b ?n the 
text], the chaetal rowfi. Segment 16 is unfortunately drawn a little too large. 

Internal A xatonay. 

The body-wall is of great thickness and the septa behind 
segments 7 to 1 2  are very stout. 

The dorsal vessel is single ; the lnst heart in segment 13, and 
rather smaller ones in 10, 11, and 12. 

The gizzard, in segment 5, is large, with thick walls, and 
contains stones. There is no oesophageal gland, nor any dilata- 
tion. The intestine commences in the 17th segment, where the 
gut suddenly enlarges to twice its previous diameter. 

The worm is meganephric, and the nephridia commence as fa r  
forwards as segment 3. Each nephridium (text-fig. 49) consists 
of R bunch of 3-5 loops ventrally (situated in line a-a), whence a 
long dorsal loop passes upwards to a point about midway between 
c d, and a straight duct leaves the same bunch, and passes to the 
body-wall just below c, a t  which point no doubt it opens 
externally. 

There is, in addition, a blind cecum or bladder with muscular 
wall, which extends almost to the mid-dorm1 line : the exact 
connections of it I have not determined. 

The nephridiostome is small. 
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'rest-fig. 49. 
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M.C. 
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Text-fig. 50. 

Text-fig. 52. 

233 

Text-fig. 51. 

Teyt-fig. 49. Rhododrilus sdulis.-A nephridium, shown in itsnatural relatioil to the 
wall of the bod , as seen when spread out in the normal way. A, B, C, D [a, 6, 
c, d in the textf the position of the four chz tz  of this side ; P, nephrostoine; 
V.L., ventral loops or coils of tubules ; D.L., long dorsal loop extending nearlv 
to chsta D ; C.M.,inuscular cscuni; N.C., nerve-cord; M.L., dorsal mid-line; 
N.D., nepliridial duct. 

It 
occupies five se,pents and is provided with a muscular duet, which thickens as 
i t  penetiates the body-wall iust below and behind the arcuate muscles (AR.). 

Text-fig. 60. Rhododrilus eduZis.-The prostate of the left side (enlarged). 

. ,  
Thi  peuial chztal sac-has been removed. 

Text-tig. 61. Rhododrilus eduZis.-A penial theta (XBO. Zeiss oc. 3, obj. 3, camera. 
Text-fig. 62. Rhododrilus eduZis.-The tip of a penial chzta (X4.80). 
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Reproductive syslem-There are two pairs of large, botryoidal 
sperm-sacs in segments 11 and 12, attached, of course, to the 
anterior wall of these segments. 

The prostate (text-fig. 50, p. 233) is tongue-shaped, long, more 
or less convoluted, with apex recurved ; i t  extends through 
s e p e n t s  17 to 21 ; its muscular duct is confined to segment 17 ; 
it is rather long, but very narrow where it leaves the glancl, 
dilating to form a thicker, pear-shaped bulb as it penetrates the 
body- wall. 

Arcuate muscles are developed in segment 17. 
Associated with each prostate are two sacs containing each two 

penial chaek, a long functional and a shorter reserve bristle. 
Each penial chsta (text-figs. 51, 52, p. 233) is stout, iiearl3- 

straight, and, compared with the size of the worm, not very long : 
it terminates in a rounded knob, which carries at its end a shol.t, 
stout, curved, blunt hook. There are no markings at this end ; 
but about midway along its length there is a series of rather 
closely-set, irregularly arranged, short, oblique, and finely serrated 
ridges. 

The relations of the various parts of the male ducts, as studied 

r ,  lext-fig. 54. 

Text-fig. 63. Rhododrilus edzc2is.-Diagrammatic sketch of a section through the 
porophore, showing the openings of the sperm-duct (S.P.), prostate duct (P.R. I,  
and the penial chaetae (P.CH.) into a small autrum or chamber, which communi- 
cates with the exterior a t  the apex of the papilla (6). The sketch is compiled 
from a series of Eections, and the above pores are not, in reality, in one plaue- 
the prostate pore being most anterior, and the sperm-pore most posterior of the 
three. V. is the ventral side. L. is latezally placed. 

Text-fig. 64. RAododriZus eduZis.4permatheca (X4). The main sac, or ampulla, 
opens externally, independently of the diverticulum (D. W,). 

in sections, is as follows (text-fig. 53) :-at the apex of the poro- 
phore is a small pore, which leads into a shallow, but laterally 
extended chamber, the floor of which rises up as a papilla. A t  
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the apex of this “ penial papilla,” as it may be termed, are two 
independent apertures, belonging to the two sacs of penial c h e k .  
At the base of this penial papilla, and on the outer side, there 
opens the niusculai~ duct of the prostate, while the vasa deferentia 
(which have united) open into a posteriorly placed recess of the 
:tbove-niLmec-l chamber. This chamber is very shallow, and we 
pmctically have four pores on the porophore ; and probably in a 
less contracted condition these four pores would open into a 
shallow pit, the mnrgin of which has, in our specimen, closed 
over the pit so as to leave only a single small aperture. 

The spern~atheca (text-fig. 54) lies in segment 8, on each side ; 
it is a large and long sac, broadest in the middle, without a 
definite duct, but imrrowing as it approaches the body-wall. The 
diverticulum is narrow and tubular, inore than half the length of 
the sac and about one-fourth of its diameter ; it opens indepen- 
dently of the MLC itself. 

As a matter of detail, the length of the main sac is 8 mm., its 
breadth is 2.5 inin. 

LOC. Rnati~hnna, Urewera Country, North Island of New 
Zealand. 

RHODODRILUS BESTI, bp. n. 
A very pale, and probably white, worm, with yellow clitelliim ; 

its general appearance is that of an Octochahm. A much smaller 
worm than the preceding, and known to the Maoris as 
I‘ Tokerangi.” 

Length 125 mm., diameter 5 mm. just behind 
the clitellum ; with 206 segments, which, with the exception of the 
first four, are triannulate. 

The chcetce are spaced, and as measured on the body, ab=cd ; 
b c = ~ 6 = l $  a b ;  &=24 bc=about 4 ab. That is, the interchetal 
spaces on each side are equal and less than the lateral space; 
the ventral space is less than half the dorsal space. Relatively 
aa is greater than in the preceding species. 

Clitellum saddle-shaped; on segments 8 13-18 ( = 51 segments). 
The glandular tissue extends downwards as far as line of 
chreta a. 

Genital pores, &c.-A pair of porophores in segment 17, in line 
of m : on each, two pores are readily visible under a lens, and the 
penial chete project from the outer one. There are four pairs of 
postgenital tubercuh pubertatis, on the posterior annulus of 
segments 19, 20, 21, 22, in line with the gap ab, the ventral 
margin extending below a ;  so that they are separated by a 
much greater space than in R. edulis. Each tuberculum puber- 
tatis is oval, and slightly depressed in its central part, so as 
to appear sucker-like (text-fig. 56, p. 236). 

I n  addition to these four pairs, there is on the hinder margin 
of segment 11 a pair of rounder swellings-not pitted appmently- 
in line with the porophores, and not extending so far outwards 

(Text-figs. 55-61 .) 

Dimensions. 
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as the postgenital tiibercle; further, the pair :ire connected 
across the middle line by a transverse ridge. 

A single pair of sperrnathecd pores a t  the groove 819. 

Text-fig. 56. 
Text-fig. 55. 

LO ' * I \  

Rl 

A. 6. 

>---- 

Text-fig. 65. Rlzododrklus besti.-Ventral view of the clitellnr segments, &c. 
( X  about 6) ,  showing porophores and arrangement of the tubercula pubeltatis 
(T.P.). 

Text-fig. 56. Rhododrilus besti.-An enlarged view of one of the tubercula puber- 
tatis, showing the glandular depression centrally, and also the fact that i t  is on 
the hinder annulus of its segment, though apparently intersegmental. 

Test-fig. 57. Rhododriks Qesti.-Poi%ion of prostate, showing shortness of duct, as 
compared with that of R. edulis. 

1'1~ter9~~1 il rtcctomp. 

There are stoat beph behind segments 7 to 12. The gizzard is 
large and occupies segments 5 and 6. The spermiducal glands 
;we long, undulating, tongue-shaped, extending into the 24th 
segment. The prostrate duct is short, narrow, and only slightly 
curved (text-fig. 57). 

The sacs of penial chaetse extend from segments 17 to 21. Each 
penial ch&z (text-figs. 58-60) is much slenderer than in the 
preceding species, and larger and of a different form ; it is gently 
curved and the blunt point is bent in the opposite direction ; 
here it is flattened and slightly excavated, so as to be spoon- 
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shaped when seen from above; in side view, however, the point 
i s  narrower. 

Text-fig. 58. 

Text-fig. .5P. Text-fig. G O .  

Text-fig. 68. Rhododrilus besti.-A penial cheta (X80). 
Text-fig. 69. Rhododll'lus hesti.-Tip of penid chieta (X480). View of one plane, 

Text-fig. 80. RAododriZu.8 lesti.-Tip of penial chaeta, side view (X480), also showing 
showing spoon-shaped excaration. 

spoon-shaped excavation. 

Text-fig. 61. 

r\ 

~ h o d o d r i h s  husti.-A zpematheca ,( X 19) (camera outline), ehowing remarkable 
coiled diverticulum (D). 

The single pair of sperniathem (text-fig. 61) ;lie:in segment 9 ; 
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each sac is more or less ovoid, somewhat bent at the commence- 
ment of the duct (?perhaps artificially by contraotion of the 

The cluct is short, but wide, and receives a very long, tubular 
diverticulum, which is spirally coiled at its lower elid, where it 
enters the common duct close to the body-wall. The lower end 
of the diverticulum is muscular, thongh of the milie rliameter as 
the rest. 

Loc. Ruatahuna, Urewera Country, North Island, N. Z .  A 
single individual. 

Remccrks.-It will be seen that this species differs from B. edulis 
in details with regard to the arrangement of chaek and copulatory 
tubercles, in form of penial chaets and sperrnatlieca,, as well as in 
size, form, and colour of the worm itxelf. 

MY). 

The G‘enus Rhodotlrilus. 

It is clear that in inany features R. edulis :md R. besti agree with 
ilficroscolex ; nevertheless there are certain points of difference, 
which, in view of geographical distribution, may be of more 
importance than the resemblances. 

For’ example, most noticeable, but perhaps of no great sys- 
tematic importance, is the great size of these two species, and 
especially of R. edu2is (285 mm.), as compared with the small 
worms included in the genus Microscoks, raiiging ah they (lo 
from a length of 30 mm. to that of 58 mm. 

But the point upon which I would lay stress is as to the form 
and extent of the prostate. 

I n  all the species of iWicroscolex this gland is of comparatively 
small size, and limited to segment 17, or extends, in 
ilf. hempeli and ilf. nona+zealundice, into the next segment ; 
whereas in the two species just described these glands are of 
very consideibable extent, passing through 5 or even 8 segments. 

It is also worth noting, in view of the fact that Beddard is 
inclined to lay some importance on the point in some genera, 
that in all the species of illicrosco2eo the last heart is in segment 
12, whereas in my twQ species it is in segment 13. 

Michaelsen points out, too, that in the genus Xicroscolex the 
single pair of spempthec= open in the furrow 819 : this is the 
case with one of my species, whereas the pore in the other is 
at 718. 

The gizzard, too, in Microscolez, is ‘L absent 01’ rndinientary,” 
which is not true of our edible worms ; and, finally, the clitellum 
of the latter is not “ complete ’’ or “ girdle-like,” but snddle- 
shaped. 

These small points of difference necessitate one of three courses : 
either we must amend the diagnosis of Microscolex, OY we must 
create a new genus, or we may place our species in the closely 
allied genus Rhododrilus. The last plan, it will be seen, is the 
one I have followed, though even this procedure necessitates the 
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alteration in the definition of this genuh. Brit tliih, it seems to 
me, is a better plan than to modify the diagnosis of J&roscolex, 
for the latter is an American genus, though one species * at least 
has been recorded from New Zealand ; whereas the only species 
of Rhododrihcs hitherto described are from this region. 

The genus, originally founded by Becldard (’89) for R. minutus, 
has suffered from its resemblance to ilfimoscolem. Originally 
distinguished from it by its author, as h:wing the prostate pore 
separate from the male pore, it was, later, included in that genus, 
on the discovery that the same arrangement is true of certain 
species of the older genus. Michaelsen (‘00), however, retains it 
:IS distinct, owing to  tlie fact that Rh. nai~~z~tus has four pairs of 
spermathem. 

I n  1900 I described a worm from the Chatham Islands as 
6‘ iMicroscolex hecttoni,” with two pairs of spermathem, following 
Bedda1-d in disallowing Rhododrilzcs. But since the publication 
of that article I have studied a species from Campbell Island 
and the Lord Auckland Group, in which there are three pairs of 
bpermathecs. 

Now all these worms agree with the two species described in 
the present article in haviiig an elongated prostate, extending 
through several segments, and in most of them the gizzard is well 
tleveloped ; the clitelluin saddle-shaped. But the position of the 
last heart is not constant. 

The size of the worms, too, exceeds that of the species of 
Jricroscolex. 

I therefore agree with Michaelsen to resuscitate Beddarcl’s 
genus Rhododrilzca to include our New Zealand worms, but 
regard the form and extent of the prostate as the chief character, 
:Lnd one that readily distinguishes it from iMicroscolex. 

The characters of the genus ns thus modified may be defined as 
follows :- 

C h s t s  8 per segment, more or less widely spaced. Nephriclio- 
pores not alternating ; male pores on 17 ; prostate pores one pair, 
in 17, opening close to the male pore. Clitelluni saddle-shaped, 
occupying 4 to 6 segments, 13 (14)-(17) 18. A gizzard in 5. 
Testes two pairs. Prostates tongue-shaped, slowgutecl, more m less 
?cnduZatory, extending through 4 to 8 segntewts. Penial chetre 
present. 

Distribtctiort. New Zealand and neighbouring islands, 
South Island. 

Chatham Island. 
1. Rh. mii~tct~cs, Beddaiul, 1889. 
2. Rh. hicttoi~i, Benham, 1900. 
3.  Rh. ecliclis, Benham, sp. 11. 
4. Rh. besti, Benham, sp. n. 

North Island. 
North Island. 

I have specimens of other species in my possession of which a 
description has not yet been published. 

to permit us to make use of its cliaraeters iii this discussion. 
* Of a second species, M. m a t i c o l a ,  our information is not nltogether suficieiit 
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TOKEA *, gen. nov. 
Chrcructem of the geisws.-Chretre 8, spaced, and more or less 

eqiudistant ; clitellum girdle-like (13) 14-17 (18), i. e. covers 
4 or 5 segments. 

Male pore common with that of prostate, in 18th segment. 
Two pairs of testes in usual segments ; two pairs of sperm-sacs in 
segments 9, 12 ; the prostates are long, tongue-shaped, lie below 
the gut, close to one another, and extend through several 
segments. No yenial c h s b .  

The gizzard in 5 ; no calcareous glands ; last heart in 12 or 13. 
Micronephric, with meganephore in last few segments, Speima- 
thecre two or three pairs, the last in segment 9. 
Distribution. North Island, New Zealand. 

1. TOKEA ESCULENTA, sp. n. 
This is one of the edible earthworms alluded to in Mr. Best’s 

article as ‘( Kurekure ”-as being a specially tasty article of food. 
As a matter of fact, under this name I find two species recog- 
nimble, viz., this and the following. 

Mr. Best states that it is “ a short. red or brown worm about 
6 inches in length ; found in stony places.’’ 

Of this species I received four individuals. 
The colour (in formol) is a rather dark purplish-red, paler below ; 

but the pigment extends further round the body than usual ; the 
anterior end is not perceptibly darker ; the clitellum is brown. 

Dimensions. The largest isJ15 mm. in length ; the one studied 
is 100 mm. x 6 mm., with 110 segments. 

The body is cylindrical. 
Prostmiwm is epilobic, 112 ; the posterior groove is but feebly 

developed, but visible when the buccal region is everted. 
Chmtce: the 4 on each side are nearly equidistant, and when 

viewed from above both c and d are visible; i. e. d is dorsally 
placed and c is on the lateral line. 

I n  the mid-body m= bc=cd > a b  : dd=nearly 2 aa. 
I n  the preclitellar region the gap cia becomes greater and ab 

rather smaller. 
Clitellum: this is complete (i. e. girdle-shaped) and well 

developed over the four segments 14-17, where the interseg- 
mental furrows are obliterated. The dorsal surfaces of 13 and 18 
are also glandular, but the clitellar colouring is not so definite, 
and, moreover, the grooves 13/14 and 17/18 are deep. 

Genital pores, &c. (text-fig. 62)-There is a pair of male pores 
in the 18th segment ; each is a small pit,:in a small, oval, pale 
spot, and from this small  pit a little papilla projects up to the 
level of the body-wall (text-fig. 63). 

This oval poriferous area is in line with a. 
Tubercula pubertatis, in the form of small paired glands, are 

(Text-figs. 62-67.) 

* “ Toke” is the Maori for Earthworni. 
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present on the hinder margin of segments 16 and 17, lmediad 
of the line a. 

The two oviducal pores are close to the merlinn line, near the 
nntwior margin of the 14th segment. 

Text-fig. 62. 

13 

14 
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? 
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A 0  

Text-tig. 62. Tokea esmcZertta.-Ventral view of ditellar region, &c. ( X 9 ,  showing 
mdc pores and arrangemeut of tubercula pubertatis and disposition of chretm. 
This and the views in text-figs. 68,70,73, 76, 78, and 80 ure somewhat diagram- 
matic in that thcy are represented as flat projections, but the relative spacing of 
the cha?t;e, &c., is correct. 

Text-fig. 63. Tokea escu2enta.-Enlarged view of the male yore, the actual aperture 
is situated on a small papilla (C) which prqjects from the bottom of a pit (B), 
t.he skin round which is paler (A) than the surroundings. The clizta a is 
shown on the left side. 

Text-fig. 63. 

C 

There itre three pairs of spermathecal pore8 on the hinder 
region of segments 6, 7, and 8 ; these are not intersegmental, but 
are situated about midway between chseta CL and the margin, in 
each case. 

1 could not detect tloriinl pores. 

Imterital Aimtomy. 
There are 8 stout mph, behind segments 7 to 14 ; but, in com- 

parison with the thickness of the body-wall, their thickness is not 
so great as one would expect. 

The dorsal vessel is single ; the last of the four pairs of hearts 
is in segment 13. I n  the heart-segments there is a supra-enteiic 
vessel, with which the hearts are in part connected. 

The worm is micronephric*, and these organs commence in 
segment 3. I n  the last 20 segments of the body there is, in 
sddition to micronephridirr, a pak of compact groups of tubules 

* I think this term, which was first employed by Vejdovsky, is preferable to my 
term ‘‘ plectonephric,” for it  is by 110 incans certain that a “network ” of tubules 
always (if ever) exists. 

PROC. ZOOL. S0~.-1904, VOL. IT. NO. XVI. 16 
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constituting a meganephridinm. I n  these the nepridial funnel 
is present and can be traced into communication with the 
nephridium, which opens to the exterior, probably in line with a, 
as it is in another species which was more carefully studied in 
this respect. Not only 
is there this meganephric nephridiostome in these hinder segments, 
but a similar funnel is present throughout the worm. In the 
micronephric segments it is unconnected with the nephridium 
and has no externa.1 opening. 

I did not trace it in the present species. 

Text-fig. 64. 

Tokea escu2esta.-A somewhat diagrammatic drawing of a dissection of the worm, 
showing the tongue-shaped form aud sub-euteric position of the prostates 
characteristic of the genus ; the intestine is cut away exposing the glands ; the 
ventral vessel and nerve-cord remaining is sitw. INT., intestiue ; D.V., dorsal 
blood-vessel ; V.V., ventral blood-vessel ; N.C., nerve-cord. 

The presence of a funnel, independent of the micronephridia, 
throughout the worm is of very considerable interest. Such an 
arrangement has not hitherto been recorded. The funnel is of 
the same size and structure as that of the meganephridia, and 
both in its large size and peculiar form differs from any funnel 
hitherto figured. In  each of the species of To’orEecc the same 
general arrangement occurs, though the details as to character 
andarmngement and extent of the micronephridial tufts differ in 
each case. I am preparing a detailed account of the excretory 
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apparatus of these worms, so that I will not further describe it 
here. 

Alimentary system.--The gizzard is small, rounded, an11 hidden 
by the extrinsic muscles of the pharynx ; it lies in segment 5. 

There are no definite oesophageal glands, but in segment 15 the 
tube is dilated, and its dark vascular wall contrasts with the 
paler wall of the neighbouring region, and here its lining is 
thrown into a series of horizontal lamellte. 

The intestine commences in segment 16 ; there is no typhlosole. 
Reproductive system.-The testes and funnels are free and, like 

the ovaries, lie in the usual segments. The two pairs of sperm-sacs 
lie in segments 9 and 12 : their wall is smooth. Further, on the 
anterior wall of segment 13 is a minute curved sac, close to the 
gut, whose curvature it follows ; it is of about the same size a.s a. 
similar sac in the 14th segment, which I take to be the ovimc. 

Texbfig. 65. 
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Tokea eacuZentn.-An asymmetrical arrangement of the prostates, such as occa- 
sionally occurs in some species of the genus ; V.V., ventral blood-vessel. 

Spencer has noted in some of the Cryptodrilids studied by him 
such an extra sac in the 13th segment, which he regards as a sperm- 
mc. I could not discover any developing sperms by teasing this 
8 & ~  on the slide, and I have not yet studied it in sections. I have 
met with similar structures in some other species. 

16* 
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The prostates have a form and disposition on the body which 
:ippear to be peculiar and characteristic of the genus. Each 
prostate is a long ‘‘ tongue-shaped ’’ eland (text-fig. 64, p. 242), 
i. e., though it is tubular in that its axis is hollow, it is not cylin- 
t l r i c d  but somewhat flattened, extending through several segments, 
and its apex is usually recurved. The pair of glands, typically, 
lie side by side, pressed against the body-wall below the gut, 
:tnd indeed below the ventral blood-vessel ; but in individual 
cases the right and left ghnds are asymmetrically disposed. For 
instance, in one w e  (text-fig. 65, p. 243), the right gland passes 
hackwards froin its duct to the 24th segment, and then bends for- 
wards on the left side, and its apex lies in the 21st segment; wherws 
the left gland passes forwards into the 16th segment, then curves 
round to the right side, passes at first hackwards, and then 
obliquely to the left side, so that iti3 apex lies in segment 20. 

Text-fig. 66. 

Test-fig. 67. 

‘ht - t ig .  66. Tokeu escu~entu.--h dingrain, compiled from serial sections, showing 
the course of the sperm-ducts, their union, and junction with the canal of the 
prostate, well within the region of the glandular tissue. PR., prostate; P.R.L., 
its lumen ; PR.D., it8 duct ; S, septum ; V.D., vas deferens. 

Text-fig. 67. Tokeu eserJent~.-Sl~~m~tctl lrcR (X  12. Camera outline of mounted 
specimen). 

The surface of the gland is smooth; it is constricted by the 
successive septa, and a t  its anterior end gives rise to a muscuhi* 
thct  which passes to  the exterior in segment 18. Sections 
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through this region of the body show that the two sperm-ducts 
run back separately along the body-wall tiis far as the 18th 
segment, when, meeting the prostate duct, they pass on to its 
dorsal surface into the 19th segment, and after uniting with one 
another open into the canal of the prostate gland some distctnce 
from the commencement of the muscular duct (text-fig. 66). 

The prostate is traversed by a canal lined with columnar cells ; 
at intervals this cam1 receives small canalicules, around which 
the gland-cells are grouped and into which they open. The 
arrangement is similar to that described by Miss Sweet for 
Plutellus interrnedius (loc. cit. fig. 17). 

There are no penial chete. 
There are three pairs of spermathem in segments 7, 8, and 9 : 

each (text-fig. 67) is an ovoid sac passing gradually into a short, 
wide duct, which receives the diverticulum close to the body-wall. 
The diverticulum is a short ovoid body, with duct; it is about 
$ the length of the main sac. 

The diverticulum of this and the following species is placetl 
mediad of the sac. 

2. TOKEA SAPIDA, sp. n. 
This species is founded on a single specimen of about twice the 

size of the former species, but included with it as '' Kurekure " 
by Mr. Best. 

(Text-figs. 68 & 69.) 

Text-fig. 69. 

Text-fig. 68. n 

Text-fig. 88. Tokeu supidu, similar view to that in text-fig. 82. (X 8.) 
Text-fig. 89. Tokeu supidu.Spermathecs ( X  12. Camera outline of mounted 

specimen). 

I n  d o u r  it is purple-red, with an imperfectly developed 

Dimensions. 200 x 8 mm., with 190 segments. The pre- 
clitellum of a deeper red than the rest of the body. 

clitellar segmonts are biannulatis. 
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These are smLtller than in T. esctclentu, and have a 
different arrangement; for, when viewed from above, d is more 
laterally placed and c is not visible. I n  other words, the dorsal 
gap (dd) is much greater. The formula is :-b=cd ; bc >ffib ; 
am= 13 ffib ; dd= 5 ffib. I cannot detect any chsek in front of the 
10th s e p e n t  on examination by a dissecting-lens. 

CZiteUzcsn : not yet fully developed, as intersegmental grooves 
iwe still unobliterated, though the difference in colour is well 
marked. 

Gemitffilpores, &c. (text-fig. 68, p. 245).-On segment 18 is a pale, 
tumid, transvemely disposed ridge, somewhat enlarged at each end : 
it  extends from b-b, and chseta u appears to  be absent. The actual 
male pore is uncinate, and on the mesial side of b, but close to it. 
No tubercukc pubertutis are present. The three pairs of spernia- 
t,hecal pores are at 617, 718, 819, in line with the gap ub. 

Chcetce. 

It is “complete,” and covers the five segments 14-18. 

I~~ternul  Anutrmty. 

There are eight stout septa, behind segments 6-13, but the 

The last heart is in segment 13. 
The gizzard, in segment 5, is of large size; the esophagus 

presents no dilatation. 
The nephridia have the mine general arrangement as in 

T. escdentu. 
The genital organs agree on the whole with the latter specie8 ; 

hut in the single individual in my possession the prostates are 
asymmetrically arranged, viz., the left gland extends back to 
s e p e n t  23, and then bends forwarcls and ends in the 23rd 
segment. Bu t  the right gland is bent in an S-shaped manner, 
And lies wholly in segments 18, 19, and 20 ; but, as in the 
preceding species, both are pressed against the body-wall. 

The spermathew, in segments 7, 8, 9, differ in shape from 
those of T. esculentffi ; the diverticulum (text-fig. 69, p. 245) being 
globular, with a short duct, opening into the spermatheal duct 
close to the body-wall. 

tirst and last are less stout than the others. 

LOC. Ruatahuua, North Island, New Zealand. 

3. TOKEA UREWERZ, sp. n. 
This worm is known to the natives as “Pokotea,” and is 

described by Mr. Best as “a short white worm.” I received 
5hree specimens, which in formol are quite a pale pinkish brown, 
paler still behind the clitellum, which is orange or orange-brown, 
with a dusky anterior margin. 

Dinzerrsions. 65 to 80 mm. in length, with a diameter of 7 or 
8 mm.; there are 78 segments in the larger individual. The 
segments are not annulated. 

(Text-figs. 70-72.) 

The prostomium is a epilobic ; without a transverse furrow. 
The chcete have the same general arrangement as in the 
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preceding species ; when viewed from above d is dorsally and c 
laterally placed, but' in the tail the line c approaches d. 

CCG = ub = cd ; bc > ub ; CU > bc. But the differences, measured 
in millimetres, are very slight : thus wa= 2.5 ; bc = 3 ; dd= 4. 

The clitellum is well marked, complete, and covers the four 
segments 14-17 ; but the ventral suiface of the last segment is 
less glandular than the rest. 

Gewitul pores, &c. (text-fig. 70)-On segment 18 is a pair of 
subcircular depressions, with a distinct, slightly raised margin ; 
this is in line a. 

Text-fig. 70. 

17 

18 

20 'gp@57: 1 
- I  

1 1  I 

8. E. C .  

Token zirewem, siiidar vicw to  that iii test-fig. 62. (X  6.) 

There is i~ single, median ttiberczclum pubertcitis, in the forin of 
:in oval, glandular, depressed area, extending from *a,, between 
segments 19/20. 

The three pairs of spermathecal pores are in line u. 

Intemuil ii natomy. 

The seven septn behind segments 6 to 12 are only slightly 

The last heart is in segment 12. 
The micronephridia are more delicate than in the preceding 

The meganephriclia are confined to the last 12 to 15 segments. 
The gizzard (in segment 5) is longer than in T. esczclentu, 

though not so wide. 
The esophagus is more or less dilated in segments 11-15; and 

in the first two of these the thick vascular wall is proqiderl with 
lamellw internally. 

The prostates extend back to  the 26th segment ; the muscular 
duct is long, narrow, and more 01- less undulating, becoming 
thicker where it dips into the body-wall. 

thicker than the following. 

species, and do not form so dense a covering to the body-wall. 
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The three pairs of spermathecre are in segments 7, 8, 9 ; each 
wc is ovoid (text-fig. 72), and the duct is much nai-rower than the 
sw ; the diverticulum is small, and also has a narrow duct. 

LOC. Ruatuhuua, North Island, New Zealand. 

Text-fig. 71. 

Text-fig. 72. 

Text-fig. 71. Tokea uretuera.-Vienvof the anterior end of the prostate, showing the 

Text-fig. 72. Tokea zcrezoera.-Spermatheca (X 12. Camera outline of mounted 
long, narrow and undulating duct. N.C., nerve-cord. 

specimen). 

4. TOKEA HUTTONI, sp. n. 
A single individual collected by Capt. Hutton; it is much 

(Text-figs. 73-75.) 

bleached, but was apparently purplish. 

Text-fig. 73. 

19 

20 

A. 8.  &. 
Tokea hzcttoni, similar view to that in text-fig. 62. (X  9.) 

Dirnemions. 80x5 mm., with 63 segments ; but possibly 

Prostmiurn 6 epilobic ; segments of body not annulated. 
imperfect *. 

* On opening the tail, I find no meganephridia ; perhaps the time hinder end had 
been severed and the wound healed. Th? lining of the intestine was continuous 
with body-wall round anus, but this region was thin. 
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Chatm:  when viewed from above, both c and d are on the 
dorsal surface, and c is well above the lateral margin. 

ao=bc=cd;  ab<bc;  dd=2b>bc.  
The cZite2hzcm is fully developed, complete, and includes seg- 

ments 14 to 17;  but both the 13th and 18th segments are 
glandular on the dorsal surface, the furrows 13/14 nnd 17/18 
are, however, quite deep, whereas the intervening ones are 
obliteratd . 
Genital pore$, &c. (text-fig. 73).-In segment 18 is a slight 

circular depression with raised margin, in line with the gap d) ; 
the chsta a a p p r s  to be absent. There is a singla median, oval 
tuberculum pubertatis on the hinder mnrgiii of the 18th segment, 
extending from a-a. 

The three pairs of spermathem1 pores are on the hinder 
margins of segments 6, 7, 8, in the gap ab, though nearer to  a 
than to b. 

Intern& Ancctomy. 
There are seven thickish septa behind segments 7-13. 
The last heart is in segment 12. 

Text-fig. 74. 

Text-fig. 75. 

Text-fig. 74. Tokeu hutton;.-View of t.he prostates, which, though symmetrical. 
have assumed a reversed position (P abnormal), with the anterior end directcd 
forwards. N.C., nerve-cord. 

Text-fig. 76. Tokeu huttod.-Spermatheca ( x 12. Camera outliue of mounted 
specimen). 

The gizzard is long, narrow, and the wall rather thin. 
The micronephridia form a prett.y close felt over the body-wall, 

and commence (m in other species) in segment 3. 
The prostates (text-fig. 74) are shorter than in either of the 

preceding species, and both are directed forwards, but lie side by 
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side below the gut. They only extend through the three segments 
18, 17, and 16. 

The duct is very short and thick. 
The spermathem (text-fig. 75, p. 249) likewise has a short tluct, 

LOC. Whanprei,  North Island, New Zealand. 
Remrks.-This species is evidently nearly allied to T. urezuem,  

but differs from it in the relative position of the male and spermt- 
thecal pores, in the position of the tzcbevczda pzsbertutis, in t'he 
chatal formula, and especially in the relation of ab to bc, as well 
as in the less extent of the prostate and its duct. 

and the diverticulum is similar to that of the foregoing species. 

5 .  TOKEA SUTERI, sp. 11. 

A single individual collected by Mi.. H. Suter in 1899. 
(Text-figs. 76, 77.) 

It 
differs in general appearance from any of the preceding species, not 
only in size, but in coloui*. It is (lark purplish brown throughout 
the entire d o i d  surf;we ; the clitellum is reddish purple. 

Bimeiwims. 50 x 5 mm. ; with 86 segments. 
Prostonziuna 4 epilobic ; without transverse groove. 
The chretce are piwticitlly equidistant, i. e. cca = a h  = bc = dd 

= 3 mm., while cd is only 1.75 mm. 

Text-fig. 76. 

Text-fig. 77. 

I 

A. 8. 
Text-fig. 78. Tokm sutsrd, sirnilai. view to that in text-fig. 62. 
Text-fig. 77. Tokea suteri.-Speimatheca ( X  12. Camera outliiie of mounted 

On the clitellum the gap U(L is a little less than posteriorly, and 
in the preclitellar region still less; the gap ab is less in the 
clitellar region, but not anteriorly. But these differences are 
not perceptible till measured with compasses. 

( X  Q.) 

specimen). 

CZiteZZum in segments 13-1 7 ( = 5 segments), girdle-like. 
GeuitaZ pores, bc. (text-fig. 76).-A pair of small p p i l b  on 

segment 18, in the line of a. 
There is a pair of small tubercub pubertotis-subcirculas and 

pitted-between 18/29 in line a, and extending further mediad 
thereof than do the porophores. 
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The three pairs of sperimtliecd pores are in line u, a t  617, 
718, 8/9. 

In te r id  A~oc~torny. 
There are five slightly thickened septa, behind segments 8 

The last heart is in segment 12. 
The gizzard is feebly developed ; its wall is not thicker, though 

tougher, than that of the upsophagus. 
The prostates are quite typical, and extend back to segment 

23, with tips recurved ; the duct is short and narrow. 
The spermatheca (text-fig. 77) has a long duct, with a long 

iiarrow diverticulum opening into it at the body-wall. 
Locality. Auckland, New Zealand. 
Remarks.-Anatomically there is :L rather close resemblance 

between this and the two preceding species ; but in the coloration 
and dimensions i t  is remarkably distinct, while the practical 
e q u i c b h c e  of all the 8 chretie, the paired tzcberm~ku pubertatis, 
and the details its to the prostate ant1 septa, mark i t  o f  as 
distinct. 

(Text-figs. 78, 79.) 

to 12. 

6. TOKEA KIRHI, sp. 11. 

Five specimens collected by Professor H. B. Kirk, in 1902, are 
about the same size and colour as 5”. esczcknta, i. e. reddish purple, 
but rather paler than the latter ; the pigment extends further 
round to  the ventral surface than is nsnnlly the mse, and ceases 
about the level of b. 

The clitellum is brownish retl. 

Text-fig. 78. 

16 Text-fig. 79. 

17 

I8 

19 

20 

A. 8 c 
Text-fig. 78. Token kirki, similar view to that in text-fig. 62. 
Test-fig. 79. Tokea kirki.-Sperrnatheca ( X 12. Camera outline of mouiited 

Dinwuioim The length varies from 80 to 100 mm., with a 

The chcetce are practically equidistant ; but on measurement it 

( X  7.) 

specimen). This lins no inuscular duct distinct from the sac. 

tliameter of 6 mm. for 110 segments in the larger individuals. 

is found that wb=bc=cd (= 1.75 mm.), while ciu=dd=2 mm. 
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When viewed from above, d is dormlly placed and c rather 
above the lateral margin. 

The clitellum is not fully developed on any of the specimeiis, 
as the intersegmental furrows are distinct ; but the characteristic 
coloration extends over the five segments 13 to 17. 

Genital pores, b c .  (text-fig. 78, p. 251).-The male pores are 
situated in what appears to he a pair of tubercula ptcberttctis on 
segment 18 ; there is a very large, broad, subcircular papilla on 
each side, extending from nearly no to c ;  this carries a somewhat 
quadrangular depression surrounded by a distinct rim or margin ; 
this depression is glandular and has all the characters of a tuber- 
culum pubertatis (as seen in section) ; and the male pore is quite 
small and situated in the outer edge of this gland, just within the 
margin, i. e. nearly in line b. The two oviducrtl pores are situated 
close together, in a pale area, near the anterior margin of 
segment 14. 

There are only two pairs of spermathecal pores, situated a t  
718, 819. 

Istermno1 Anatomy. 
There are no specially thick septa. 
The last heart is in segment 12. 
The gizzard is quite small ; the esophagus is very much dilated 

in segment 14, but there is no constriction separating it from the 
canal ; its lining, however, is thrown into a series of horizontal, 
lamelliform folds. 

The micronephridia, instead of being spread over a great part of 
the body-wall, in each segment, form a very distinct and narrow 
row close to the septa. 

The prostates extend from the 18th to 23rd segments, and each 
is provided with a narrow duct. 

There are two pairs of spermathecze in segments 8, 9 ;  each 
(text-fig. 79) is a somewhat pyriform sac, without a distinctly, 
marked duct; the diverticulum is of the same shape, and also 
without definite duct. 

Locality. Ohaeaw-ai, North Island, New Zealand. 
Remarks.-A very distinct species, characterised both by the 

remarkable coincidence of male pore and copulatory tubercle, and 
by the possession of only two pairs of spermathecze. 

7. TOKEA MAORICA, sp. n. 
I have eight specimens of this species, collected at different 

times by Mr. H. Suter, a t  different places in the neighbourhood 
of Auckland. The colour is n dark purplish brown, more brown 
than purple in these alcohol specimens, and resembles that of 
T. suteri. The clitellum is paler brown ; the chzete are inserted 
in white spots, as in Plagiochceta sylvestm’s, to which also they 
bear a resemblance both in colour and their short, stout form ; 
indeed, from a hasty first glance, I had placed them with the 
latter genus, awaiting examination. 

(Text-figs. 80-82.) 
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Dinwwioim. The largest specimen measures 70 x 4 mn., and 
consists of 75 segments ; the shortest mature individual measures 
25 x 2 mm., and likewise consists of 75 segments ; and the same 
number occurs in a worm of intermediate size. 

We have here an instance-unique, so far as I am aware-of 
an earthworm increasing in length without adding new segments 
posheriorly. It is true that we do not know much on this subject ; 
but the accepted view is that the number of segments is continu- 
ally added to during growth. 

With regard to this, Beddard ('95, p. 2 )  states :-'' There are 
at present no exact data as to the constancy of the number of 
segments among Earthworms. I n  all probability the number is 
not absolutely fixed, bnt there appears to be a mean for each 
species round which there is a certain amount of variation." 

Text-fig. 80. 
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Token ~naoricn, similar view to that i n  test-fig. 62. ( X  11.) 

Prostomicm 3 epilobic ; without a transverse groove. 
Chatal formula :-ab<cd<bc; bc=2ab=ffia; dd=2 a. 
Cli tehm girdle-like, over the five segmenb 13 to 17. 
Genital pores, &c. (text-fig. SO).-On segment 18 is a transverse, 

elliptical area, paler than its surroundings ; glandular centrally, 
with a distinct margin surrounding it. It extends between points 
:I little outside a, on each side. This is a tuberculuna pubertffitis 
(text-fig. 81, p. 254), and the male pore is situated on the thickened 
margin, at each pole of the ellipse in line with a (which is absent 
in this segment). There is a second tuberculuum pubertatis of the 
same shape, but of much sm:~ller size, on the hinder border of 
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segment 14, and not quite reaching the line of a on either side. 
This tubercle is absent in some individuals. 

The oviducal pores are wide apart, nearly in line of a, but a 
little mediad. 

The two pairs of spermathecal pores are distinct and slit-like, 
about midway between the chaeta a and the posterior margin of 
each of the segnents 8, 9. 

Dor.sa1 pores are present, at least ill the postclitellar region. 

Text-fig. 81. 
N.C. 

Text-fig. 81. Tokea r?taui*ica, the prostates aiid the gland of the teberculurn 

Text-fig. 82. Tukea maurica.Spermathecx ( X  12. Camera outline of mounted 
pubertatis (T.GL.). 

specimen). 

Internal Amtomy.  

The last heart is in segment 12. 
The gizzard, though small, is distinct. 
The micronephric tubercles are more delicate. than in other 

species, and all concentrated to form a latero-ventral mass on each 
side. 

The prostates extend back to segment 23 ; the duct is narrow 
and rather long, and between the pair of ducts lies a great 
glandular m,ws, which thrusts the anterior ends of the prostates 
outwards, 80 that the duct is transverse. 

Each of the speirnathecse (text-fig. 82), in segments 8 and 9, 
consists of a pyriform sac with a very thick duct, thicker than 
the neck of the sac. A small tubular direrticulum, dilated 
terminally, opens into the duct near the body-wall. 

Text-fig. 82. 

n 
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Loculities. Auckland : Waitakerei Bush mid Kikau Palm Bush 
(near Anckland) ; Nortli Island, New Zealand. 

Reelnu& 0 9 )  the G ~ L I L S  Toke:i. 

Tlie distribution of tlie seven species attribrttect to this geiius 
extsntls over a considern’ble portion of tlie Nortli Island of New 
Zealand, for the localities from which specimei1,s have been 
collected are widely separated and cover more th:in three degrees 
of latitude, the most northerly spot being Ohaeawai, piwtically 
in latitude 35” south, and the most southerly spot, RuRt;iliuu:i, 
is south of 38”. 

The really striking fiict illustrated by these seven ne\v species 
is the presence in the North Island of New Zealand of a Urypto- 
driliiie genus as an important, and apparently predominating, 
element in the Earthworm fauna. 

Hitherto, as I have remarked, our knowledge of this fauna iii 
New Zealand has been derived from a study of the South Islalid 
representatives, and here the predominating element is the 
Acanthodriline series. 

This was recognised some years ago by Berldard, wlio in 1115 

4 Monograph ’ (p. 154) says :-“ New Zeala.iid is essentially 
different from Australia. The prevalent forms in Australia are 
Perichzetida and Cryptodrilida ; the most abundant worms in 
New Zealand are Acanthodrilida.” 

I have, in my Presidential Address to Section L) of the 
Anstr:tlian Association for the Advancement of Science (‘02, a), 
dealt with this difference very fully, and little thought that the 
Noi4ih Island would present so different a set of Earthworms. 

Beddard, indeed (1890, p. 285), suggests that ‘.<the North 
Island may prove to be more ‘ Australian ’ in its chaimter when 
it conies to be known ’’ ; but the grounds for this statenleiit :it 
that time seem to have been very slen$er, for only one worm 
had been recorded from that island, viz. Schmarda’s L L  Hypogcemr 
wthostichon,” of which nothing was known beyond the few facts 
of its external appearance recorded by that zoologist, and sufficient 
of its internal anatomy noted by Beddard to indicate its Crypto- 
driline affinity. 80 characteristic, indeed, is the Acanthodriline 
group of worms, that doubt has been thrown upon the occurrence 
of this species in New Zealand. Captain Hutton (’79) doubted 
it on geographical grounds, for Schmarda gives the locality 
as “Mount Wellington, New Zealand”; and Hutton, knowing 
that there was no mountain of any size called by this name in 
New Zealand, stated that probably some confusion with ‘‘ Mt. Wel- 
lington,” Hobart, Tasmania, had crept into Schmarda’s notes. 
I n  my Presidential Address, I omitted i t  entirely from the list 
of enr4ihworms occurring in this Colony, and even so fa r  tw to 
read a note (’02, c )  attributing it to Tmmank. But, in view 
of the undoubted occurrence of Cryptodriline worms in New 
Zealimd, this doubt is itself rendered somewhat doubtful and 
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possibly premature. No such mountain occurs 011 ordinary maps 
of New Zealand as “ Mt. Wellington,” and I therefore consulted 
Prof. H. B. Kirk, who ~YAS ail extensive first-hand knowledge 
of the geography of the North Island : in response to my query, 
lie informs me that “ Mt. Wellington is one of the small volcanic 
cones just out of Aucklanct. It is, now, under grass, and is in 
:L fully cultivated clistrict.” 

The geogmphicttl doubt is thus set at rest; for Schmarda 
visited Anckland, and at that period (1860, about) it is probable 
that little or no cultivation l i d  then been carried on on this 
small mounttiin ; :id, in light of these new observations of mine, 
it seems that we ninst now admit into o w  fauna Schmarcla’s 
species. 

Our knowledge of ibq iiitei*nal :uintomy is clue to  Beddanl (‘92), 
who recognised that it belonged to the genus i4fegnscolides, as he 
uiitlemtoorl it, but by Michnelsen it is placed in Fletcher’s genuR 
~Votoscolez ; but ILS we did not know the condition of the nephridirt 
in the posterior end of the body, it is iiiipowible to be sure of the 
correctness of the genus. (See later.) 

AT. wthostichon appears-from the necessarily brief account 
given by Bddarcl-to differ from the species of l ’okea only in the 
size of the prostate, which that zoologist s h t e s  is “shorti :tiid 
tubular.” He  says nothing as to whether it is confined to one 
segment or extends beyond it ; but presumably it does not exhibit 
the chai-acteristir disposition found in Token, though, as we see, 
in 5”. h t ~ t t o i ~ i  this gland is ‘* short ” ns compared with its length 
in the other species, as it only tinverse6 three segments. 

It is remarkable, however, that it differs from all the other 
species of ilToto8coZez, in which the clitelluni covers fewer than ten 
segments, ant1 in wliicli the ai*rnngenient of the c h s t s  is unchanged 
at the psteiior end of the body (Michaelsen, ’OO), in that the 
ch&= are equiclistaiit (i. e. the forninla is c6b = bc = cd), as is the 
case with seveid of m y  species ; anrl if we suppose that it cloes 
belong to the same genus HS do the seven new species herein 
debcribed, it might be suFgesteci that one or other of the latter is 
identical with iV. ortkostzcho~, especially as I have obtained two 
species from Auckland. 

Let us, then, examine such characters which appear to be 
specific w Beddard mentions. Firstly, it has two pairs of 
spermathecie, in which it agrees with T. kirki and 2’. morica-  
the latter of which came from the Auckland district. The other 
Auckland species, T. szcteri, is out of court, as it possesses three 
pairs of spei-mathew. The two species to which it presents this 
resemblance have very different forms of spermathem. Un- 
fortunately, Beddard‘s clescription is too meagre to allow US 
to judge whether in N. oi.thostichon the organ resembles either 
of them ; for, he says, ‘‘ each [spermatheca] has a small diverti- 
culum, pyriform in shape like the main pouch.” Such a general 
description applies to  several of the above species. 

Now, in 7’. mawicn the duct of the spermatheca is very wide ; 
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and if such a duct exists in N. orthostichon, it seems unlikely that 
it would have escaped Beddard’s notice. Moreover, in T. maorica 
the chaetal formula is different, whereas in T. kirki it is similar 
to that of N. orthostichon, and the spermatheca is without a 
distinct muscular duct. The only other characters are the extent 
of the clitellum and its size. 

Beddard gives the former as occupying segments 14 to 17 
inclusive, whereas in my species it begins a t  segment 13 ; and as 
to size, Schmarda gives it as 80 cm. x 4 cm., with 60 segments- 
distinctly smaller than T. kirki, though approximately that of 
T. maorica. 

It appears, then, to be distinct from either of the two species 
possessing only two pairs of spermathecae ; for, apart from any 
similarities, the prostate in those two species is of considerable 
length. But it agrees more closely with T. huttoni, in size, in 
chaeetal formula, extent of clitellum, and small size of prostate ; 
but in that species there are three pairs of spermathem. 

So far, then, as our information allows us to judge, Schmarda’s 
species is distinct from any of thove described in the present 
paper ; and we have not sufficient information to allow us to say 
definitely that it even belongs to the genus Tokea, although it 
appears not improbable that it does so ; but Beddard states that  
the sperm-sacs number three pairs, and occupy segments 10, 
11, 12-an unusual arrangement, even in Notoscolex, where 11 , 
12 is the more general position. 

Remarks on the Genera Megascolides and Notoscolex. 

It is very evident that this new genus Tokea is nearly allied to 
the aryptodriline genera Meguscolides and Notoscolex ; but it 
appears to me to differ in details from either of them. It is 
notoriously difficult to define these Australian gcnera ; and it is 
unfortunate that the opinions of our two leading systematists, 
Beddard and Michaelsen, are absolutely a t  variance as to the 
characters and limitations of the genus Meguscolides. 

This name was given by Prof. M‘Coy in 1878 to a worm, iM. uus- 
tralis, which, a t  a later period, received full anatomical treatment 
at the hands of Baldwin Spencer (1888); and this it is which 
Michaelsen (1900) takes as the type of the genus, of which he 
gives this diagnosis (p. 182, translation) : “Eight chaets ; clitellum 
beginning at or before segment 14 and extending over 6 to 
93 segments. One pair of female pores; spermathecd pores 2 
to 5 pairs, the last being on  819. Gizzard 5 or 6, or 5 and 6. 
Excretory organs consist of d$iuse nephridia, to which is added a 
pair of meganephridia in each of the posterior segments. Prostate 
tubular (sometimes lobate).” (Italics are Michaelsen’s.) 

It will be seen, then, that in some of the above characters the 
new genus agrees with Megascolides, and notably in the co- 
existence, in the hinder segments, of meganephridia with micro- 
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nephridia. But it differs in that the clitellum in my new species 
is less than that characteristic for the above. 

The only difference between Megclscolides and Xotoscolex upon 
which Michaelsen lays special stress is the presence of mega- 
nephridia posteriorly. The diagnosis of the latter genus he gives 
(p. 187) as : “ Chsetse 8. Clitellum, beginning a t  or before segiiient 
14, extends over 33 to lo$ segments. The female pores are 
usually 1 pair, seldom unpaired [median]. Xpermathecnl pores 
2 pairs in  the intersegmental furrows 718 .8/9 ; rarely shifted 
backwards on to the 8th and 9th segments. One gizzard in 5 
or 6. Plectonephric ; nephridia diffuse. Prostate usually lobate, 
hometimes tubular.” (Italics are Michaelsen’s.) 

The two distinguishing characters, then, are the limited number 
of spermathem and the diffuse nephridia, without the posterior 
meganephridia. It is unfortunate that in a considerable number, 
perhaps the majority, of the species included in Notoscokx the 
condition of the posterior nephridia is unknown. 

If, then, we depend on these formal diagnoses, we should 
no doubt refer my new species to the genus Megascolides, 
especially if they had been found in Australia. 

On examining the anatomical details of the only species of 
iWegmcolades the anatomy of which is thoroughly known, viz. 
M. austrcclis, we note several differences from Tokea ; amongst 
others : 
(a) The c h s t s  are in couples, all ventral. 
( b )  The prostates are compactly coiled, cylindrical tubes, similar 

in general shape to those of true Acanthodriline worms ; 
they are, too, situated laterally, and confined to segment 18. 

( c )  The sperm-ducts open into the duct of the prostate in the 
substance of the body-wall ; which is also the case in the 
only other species of the genus that has been investigated 
by means of sections, viz. M. ihwarrce (see Sweet, p. 113). 

( r l )  The spermatheca has quite peculiar rosette-shaped diver- 
ticula. 

But the above statements do not apply to each of the other 
three species included in the genus ; for the prostates are flattened 
and more or less lobate ; the spermathem in M. carneroni is similar 
to that of many other Cryptodriline species. Nevertheless, in all 
of them the chsta? are distinctly coupled ; i. e., the spaces CGCC 

and bc are greater, much greater in some cases, than ccb, whereas 
in  Tokea these spaces are more or less equal and the L 6  coupling” 
is quite unnoticeable. It is not probable that any of these 
characters by themselves are of generic value. And, as a matter 
of fact, when we come to look into the anatomy of these four 
species we find numerous differences-which, in the case of other 
genera,’ Michaelsen has considered as of sufficient importance to 
deserve generic rank. I refer, for instance, to the fact that 
M .  insignia and M. cameroni have only om pair of testes, and 
this in segment 11. But it is dear that the only characters 
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which these four species have in common, and in which they 
agree with Tokea, is the coexistence in the posterior segments of 
meganephriclia and m icroiiephridia. 

Let us turn to Beddard’s conception of the limits of the genus 
X9gccscolides (= Notoscolez Fl.) and Cryptodrilus Fletcher (the 
history of which is well given in his Monograph, pp. 445 et seq.). 
He draws attention to the fact that in nearly all the worms 
described by Spencer, and in a considerable number of those 
described by Fletcher (at any rate in such cases in which sufficient 
information is given to enable a comparison to be made), there is 
a correlation between ceihin of the internal organs (p. 447), viz. 
that “ they have either (1) paired nephridia, tubular spermidurn1 
glands, and last pair of hearts in the 12th segment ; or (2) cliffuse 
nephridia, lobate glands, and last heart in the 13th segment.” 
He decides to regard those species with the first set of characterr; 
:is belonging to the genus “iMeguscolides,” and those with the 
second group as ‘( Cryptodrilzcs.” He admits that there are 
exceptions to these correlations. 

It thus comes about that Michaelsen uses the generic name 
Neguscolides for “ micronephric,” whereas Beddard employs the 
Same name for “ meganephric” worms. But the meganephric 
species are placed by Michaelsen in the genus Phctelhcs, which 
is thus extended to include species previously attribnted to 
Argilophilzcs of Eisen, i+fegccscolides of various authors, Cryptodrikrs 
of Fletcher, as well as PlicteUus of Perrier and Benham. 

Thus we have this unfortunate confusion in the employment of 
generic names :- 

Jfegccscolides M‘Coy, in Micliaelsen’s sense, 
= lVotoscolex (part) Fletcher, 
= Cryptodrilus (part) Bedclard ; 

,Votoscolez Fletcher, as used by Michaelsen, 
= Notoscolez F1. + Cryptodrilzcs F1. 
= i~fegascolides (part) Spencer ; 

C‘ryptodrilzcs, in Beddard’s sense, 
= G‘ryptodrilm Fletcher, 
= Megccscolides (part) Spencer, 
= iVotoRcolex (part) Fletcher ; 

= Cryptodrilzts (part) Fletcher, Spencer, 
= XegccscoZides (part) Spencer, 
= 9 rgilophilw Eisen, 
= Pltctellzcs Pemier. 

Megascolides, in Beddard’s sense, 

It is natural that in a group like Earthworms a niixture r t n d  
confusion of this sort is likely to arise as knowledge advances : 
and it remains for Prof. Balclwin Spencer with the large stock of 
material in his possession, to endeavour to find some more satis- 
factory method of discriminating between genera than those 
usually employed. 

Of coiirse the correct name that should be applied to the genera 
17, 
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depends on the law of priority ; and there call be little doubt but 
that Megccscolides cc2csti-nlis is the " type " of Meyccscolides M'Coy ; 
but it does not seem quite so clear as to whether the word Hoto- 
scolex or Cryptoclrilzcs should be retained to apply to the other 
genus. But this thorny matter of nomenclature I regret that 1. 
have not time to discuss thoroughly. 

Having thus cleared the ground, satisfactorily as it seems, of 
the meganephric species, there remain the large series of micro- 
nephric species to be dealt with ; and it becomes a question whether 
Michaelsen's characters are good. viz. : 

(a) Absence or presence of meganephridia posteriorly ; and 
(a) A limited number (two pairs) or a greater number (up to 

In  regard to the first, it is admitted that in many species we 
are ignorant as to whether the large nephridia are or are not 
present. 

In  the second case, in other genera-e. g., Pheretimu and Jfega- 
scolez-the number of spermathecz has not been used as a generic 
character *. 

Since, therefoi*e, the seven species of New-Zealancl worms here 
described agree very closely with one another, and except in one 
respect differ from those species referred to MegascolicZes by 
Michaelsen, and since, too, I am not in a position to rearrange 
the generic characters of these allied genera, it seems to me better 
to erect a new genus. It may be that it is only of subgeneric 
ixnk ; but for the present less confusion will arise, I think, if we 
regard it as a distinct genus. 

The genus Tokea differs from Megascolides, as defined by 
Michnelsen, iii the following points :- 

(u) The limited extent of the clitelluin, in which only 4 or 5, 

(a) The widely separated chzts,  of which the coupling is iiot 

(c) The form and position and size of the prostate. 
(d)  The position of the point of entrance of the sperm-duct 

into the prostate-duct. 
( e )  The existence throughout the body of nephridial funnels, 

although in the greater part of the worm these have no 
connection with the nephridia. 

These are truly small points of difference on which to form a 
new genus ; but not smaller than that on which itfegascolides is 
distinguished from Notoscoles, viz., the presence in the former of 
meganephridia in the hinder segments of the body?. I n  my 
opinion, this is by no means a good line of distinction ; and even 
I The aame remark applies to the poaition of the last heart, utilised in diagnosing 

the genera by Beddard; for in Plagiochata and Octochmtus, as in Tokea, we find 
species in which it is in the 12th, and others in which it is in the 13th segment. 

t Of, Xmridri las  from Notiodrilas, in having nephridiopores alternate, instead 
sf in line 

five pairs) of spermnthecz. 

segments are involved, whereas his minimum is six. 

recognisable. 
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the separation of Plutellzss from these two genera, merely on 
account of the presence of nieganephridia only depends on a point 
quite as small. 

I have already described a species of Plccgioclwtcc, viz. PI. ~ o s s i ,  
in which micronephridia replace the meganephridia of the other 
half-dozen species ; and embryology has taught us that the one is 
derivable from the other condition-that, a t  any rate in the genera 
Negccscolides (Vejdovsky) and Megascobx (Bourne), the earlier 
ineganephridium breaks up into nuinerous micronephridia. 

Is not the separation of the genera according to the condition 
of the excretory system t i  remnant of my own unfortunate attempt 
to classify the families of Earthworms into “ Plectronephrica ” 
and ‘‘ Megnnephrica ” Z 

But without entering upon the laborious task of essaying to 
rearrange the “ Cryptoclriline ” genera, I will express the opinion 
that a careful study of the form and structure of the prostate 
(together with other characters) may be more likely to lead us in 
the right rlirection. And, firstly, it seems to me profitable to 
distinguish the ‘‘ tubular ”-cylindricccl prostate, such as occurs in 
Xeyascolides c6mbialis, froin the flatter, elongated ‘L tongue-shaped ” 
form of gland that occurs in Tokecc, some species of Plu.tellus*, and 
others,and the “flattened, lobed, and compact” organ characteristic 
of such genera as Pheret*irna and iIIegascolex. That these may 
form a developmental series, Miss Sweet’s work (1 900) has rendered 
probable ; but they also appear to have structural differences 
that may turn out to be of diagnostic character. At any rate, 
they are easily recognisecl inacroscopic characters ; whereas the 
study of a worm from which the posterior end has been acci- 
dentally destyoyed will not enable me to decide, in all cases, 
whether it belongs to the genus Xegascolides or to Notoscolex as 
defined by Michaelsen. 

It is not difficult to imn.gine the way in which the genus Tokea 
has developed from an Acnnthodriline stock, in which the cylin- 
tlrical prostate, instead of being coiled compactly and confined to 
its proper segment, has burst away from this limited position, and 
elongating backwards has not only become flatter but has lost 
somewhat of its smooth external surface. Such a form of 
‘ I  tongue-shaped ” gland occurs in A’otioddus ccucklccndict~s, in 
which each prostate extends through five or six segments. From 
such a form Rhododrilus may have developed-the posterior 
gland has disappeared, and the sperm-tluct has shifted forwards 
so as to open close to the anterior gland ; whereas in Tokea the 
anterior gland appears to have gone, and the posterior gland to 
have moved forwards to meet the sperm-duct and to open 
externally in the 18th segment. 

* In looking through the descriptions of new species of Australian worms 
published by Spencer (Proc. Roy. SOC. Victoria in 1892, 1896, and 1900), I find that 
the only species that possess elongated “ tongue-shaped ” prostates (he calls them 
“tubular,” hut the figures show them to be like those of my species) extending 
through several segments belong to the meganephric genus PZuteZZus in Michaelsen’s 
sense. 
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The occurrence of a prostate in APfegciiwolicles australis, siniilar 
to that of a typical Acanthodrilid, seems to indicate that the 
confinement to a single segnent is related to the cylindrical 
form ; and it is admitted by Michaelsen that these ‘‘ Cryptodriliiie ” 
worms, belonging to the subfamily Megascolecinae, are derived 
from the subfamily Acanthodrilins. And, on the other hand. 
the peculiar form of the gland in Notiodrilus aucklandiczcs 
illustrates the relation between a looser structure and tlie 
extension of the gland through several segments. But, althougli 
this transition of form between the ‘‘ tongue-shaped ” and ‘‘ cylin- 
drical ” tubular prostates seems to occur, yet the flattened form 
appears a still later development ; it occiiw, for example, in the 
more modified genera, such as Pheretinaa. 

tubular ” prostate 
there is a lumen running the whole length of the gland ; whereas 
in the lobate form of this organ there is, typically, no central 
lumen, and when it exists it is not only very small, but it has no 
epithelium. Unfortunately, the species examined by her do not 
belong to the genera under dispute, with the exception of Mega- 
scolides illa~oarrm, in which the prostate is a ‘‘ somewhat long and 
flattened” organ, and has a structure intermediate in some 
respects between a truly ‘‘ lobate” gland, such as exists in 
Megnscolex, and n ‘‘ tubular ” gland, such as occurs in Plutellus 
and others ; for the species referred by her to “ ~lfegc~scolides” 
belong to the genus Plutellus in Michaelsen’s sense. 

If I have dwelt SO much on the form of the prostate, it is 
because it seems to me that Michaelsen has not laid sufficient 
stress upon this organ in shuffling the members of the “ Crypto- 
driline series.” It alone, I admit, will not serve for generic 
distinction; but it niay possibly be useful in the formation of 
subgenera. 

Miss Sweet has pointed out that in the 

Dunedin, April 10,1904. 
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Dr. Walter Kidd, F.Z.S., exhibited a drawing of the extensoi- 
surface of the hand of a Chimpanzee and made the following 
remarks :- 

I n  the course of an examination of the papillary ridges in 
some specimens of Anthropoid Apes and Monkeys certain groups. 
of ridges were found on the extensor surface of the terminal 
phalanges of the hand, apparently identical with those of the 
palmar and plantar surfaces. Three specimens of Chimpanzee 
living in the Society’s Menagerie were examined, of the ages 
1 year 8 months, 23 years, and 6 years. I n  the oldest of these, 
‘‘ Mickie,” the ridges were definite and well-developed on the 2nd, 
3rd, and 4th digits on both hands; in the youngest specimen, 
6‘ Jack,” they were absent ; and in ‘‘ Jimmie,” 29 years old, they 
were small and ill-defined, as if in the process of development. 

Direction of Ridges. 
3hk ie .  Ridges longitudinal and reaching to the matrix of the 

nail on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th digits. 


